[1] We present evidence that the characteristics of rainfall events strongly control the value of streamflow observations for the identification of distributed watershed models. A series of synthetic rainfall events with different spatiotemporal extents and dynamics are used to investigate spatially-distributed global parameter sensitivities for a typical watershed model. The model's parametric sensitivities vary greatly with rainfall distribution characteristics, location of the model cell in relation to the watershed's gauged outlet, and, to a lesser degree, the initial model states. This study demonstrates that the information content of streamflow is a dynamic property and that distributed model identification methodologies should consider the impact of spatio-temporal rainfall dynamics.
Introduction
[2] A growing shift from lumped to distributed models has been occurring within the hydrology community for a wide range of applications . Despite some clear advantages of distributed models, the parameter identification process can be hindered by the fact that streamflow observations are often only available for the integrated hydrologic response at the watershed outlet. Our understanding of the information contained in streamflow observations and the value of this information for distributed model identification is not yet well-established. This knowledge gap has significant implications for our ability to predict the watershed response and to inform the design of observation networks using distributed hydrologic models.
[3] Previous studies and parameter estimation approaches for distributed conceptual models have commonly assumed that their parametric sensitivities do not vary in space and time, thus ignoring the dynamic nature of the parameter identification problem [e.g., Leavesley et al., 2003; Madsen, 2003; Carpenter and Georgakakos, 2004; Muleta and Nicklow, 2005] . Tang et al. [2007] demonstrated that the distribution of precipitation significantly influences the location of identifiable regions within a distributed model grid, while also suggesting that other factors such as cell location and initial states may also have an influence. However, the conclusions of this work did not account for uncertainty in the data and in the representation of the real world system, which unavoidably adds noise to such an analysis. The use of virtual experiments is an alternative approach, which allows for the in-depth analysis of model behavior in a synthetic and thus error free environment [Bashford et al., 2002; Weiler and McDonnell, 2004; Winter et al., 2004] . The study presented here uses global sensitivity analysis to fully evaluate a common conceptual distributed model across the spatial domain and to identify regions (in the model grid space) that control the model response behavior. The impacts of relevant event characteristics (i.e., precipitation distribution, initial soil-moisture state distribution, and active grid cell location) on these controlling regions, and therefore on the parameters that could be identified during calibration, are isolated using specific scenarios of synthetic data. A strong relationship between event characteristics and parameter sensitivity would indicate that significant spatio-temporal variations exist in the information content of the available observations, which may bias model identification.
Model Description
[4] Many grid-based distributed hydrologic models establish a cell-to-cell connectivity only through surface channel routing, i.e., the cells are not connected in the subsurface [e.g., Liang et al., 2004] Several more complex, integrated models that include subsurface connectivity have also been developed [e.g., VanderKwaak and Loague, 2001; Panday and Huyakorn, 2004; Kollet and Maxwell, 2006; Qu and Duffy, 2007] , however, the simpler surface-connected models continue to be widely used in both research and operational environments. One example of such a simpler model is used here -the National Weather Service's (NWS) Hydrology Laboratory Distributed Hydrologic Modeling System (HL-DHMS) . The HL-DHMS is based on a structure of approximately 4 Â 4 km grid cells, each of which consists of a conceptual water balance component, a hillslope routing component, and a channel routing component. The Sacramento Soil Moisture Accounting Model (SAC-SMA) [Burnash, 1995] is typically used as the water balance component and the kinematic wave method is used for hillslope and channel routing. The 14 main SAC-SMA parameters are included in the analysis. For kinematic wave hillslope (overland) routing, only the roughness parameter (hill-n) is included in the analysis, as the other two parameters (slope and drainage density) were estimated from DEM data as part of the Distributed Model Intercomparison Project (DMIP) of the NWS and are usually not considered variable. For channel routing, we used the ''rating curve'' method of HL-DHMS [see Koren et al., 2004] in which the two parameters q o and m of the kinematic wave equation q = q o A m are estimated directly rather than by calculating them from physical properties of the channel. Thus a total of 17 parameters (14 SAC-SMA, 1 hillslope routing, 2 channel routing) were included for each grid cell in the sensitivity analyses of this study (see Table S1 in the auxiliary material 1 for parameter descriptions, a priori grid ranges, and sensitivity analysis ranges). Note that the hillslope and channel routing models are treated as one combined model in the discussion and presentation of results.
Sobol's Sensitivity Analysis
[5] Sobol's sensitivity analysis method [Sobol', 1993 ] is a variance-based approach in which the model output variance is decomposed into relative contributions from individual parameters and parameter interactions, as follows:
where p is the total number of parameters, f is the distribution of model output, D( f ) is the full model output variance, D i is the output variance due to the ith component of the input parameter vector Q, D ij is the output variance due to the interaction of parameters q i and q j , and the final two terms represent third-order and greater interactions. In this study, each model parameter in each grid cell is treated as an individual parameter. Thus the total number of parameters analyzed (1326) is the number of parameters per cell (17) times the total number of cells (78). A given parameter's sensitivity is quantified by the ratio of its variance contribution to the full (i.e., due to all parameters) output variance, resulting in an index value ranging from 0 to 1. The ''total'' Sobol sensitivity index used in this study reflects the combined effect of the parameter alone (i.e., individual sensitivity) plus its interactions with all other parameters in the analysis. The total index, S Ti , is defined as:
where D is the full output variance and D $i is the variance resulting from all of the parameters except q i . In other words, if parameter q i were removed from the analysis, the resulting reduction in output variance is equivalent to the total impact of parameter q i . Using a Monte Carlo framework, the full output variance is approximated as the statistical variance of the output distribution and the variance contribution D $i is approximated as follows:
where (a) and (b) are two different samples (both of size n), f o is the output statistical mean, Q s (a) implies that all parameters are taken from sample (a), Q ($i)s (a) implies that all parameters except q i are taken from sample (a), and Q is (b) implies that parameter q i is taken from sample (b). For more details on Sobol's method see Sobol' [1993] , Saltelli [2002] , or van Werkhoven et al. [2008] . For the purpose of this study, the model output variance is measured by the commonly-used root mean square error (RMSE), which we assume is appropriate to capture event-based behavior. The RMSE is defined as,
where m is the number of time steps, Q s,t is the simulated flow for time step t, and Q o,t is the observed flow in time step t. For each sensitivity analysis, we used a sample size (n) of 3000, which is adequate based on minimum sample size recommendations for Sobol's method (500-1000) reported by Saltelli et al. [2008] . The number of model simulations required for Sobol's method is equal to n(k + 2), where n is the sample size (3000) and k is the number of parameters (1326). Thus a total of 3,984,000 model simulations were performed for each sensitivity analysis experiment discussed in Section 4.
Experimental Design
[6] The sensitivity analysis experiments in this study were performed using synthetic data designed to isolate and characterize the controlling factors of distributed model behavior. The grid structure of the Blue River Basin in southern Oklahoma was used as the study basin for the analyses. The basin is represented using 78 grid cells in an elongated shape (see Figures 1 and 2 ) resulting in a total basin area of 1248 km 2 . Five scenarios of precipitation were designed, including a spatially-uniform frontal storm event and four spatially-distributed convective storm events (an upper basin stationary storm, lower basin stationary storm, a storm moving downstream in the basin, and a storm moving upstream in the basin). The precipitation events were temporally distributed using design storm hyetographs defined by the U.S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service [1986] for convective and frontal events. The spatial structure of the storm cell for the convective events is based on a circular Gaussian distribution with maximum intensity at the cell center [Sivapalan and Wood, 1987; Morin et al., 2006] . For each of the five scenarios, we applied a maximum 24-hour precipitation accumulation (P tot ) of 157 mm, based on the 10-year return period for a 24-hour event for the basin location (i.e., applied to the cell center for the convective cases and all cells for the uniform case). The spatial and temporal distributions of P tot are shown in Figures 1a (uniform case) and 2a -2d (convective cases). In addition to multiple scenarios of precipitation, we applied two different scenarios of initial soil-moisture states (S i ) to allow for an assessment of the impact of initial states on model behavior. The first scenario assumed that values of S i were spatially-homogeneous and represent wet basin conditions. To obtain reasonable values, a large uniform precipitation event was simulated and the six SAC-SMA model states that occurred following the event were selected as initial states for the first scenario (see Table S2 in auxiliary material). For the second scenario, random values of the initial states were assigned to each cell to reflect typical dry conditions. As described by Grayson and Bloschl [2001] , the spatial correlation of soil-moisture states declines as a watershed becomes dry and can approach a random spatial pattern with little or no remaining influence of watershed physical characteristics. Thus, the assumption of randomly-distributed initial states was used for the variable-state scenario and to represent dry conditions.
[7] A total of six sensitivity analysis experiments were designed by combining the five precipitation scenarios and two initial states scenarios as follows: (1) uniform P tot and uniform S i , (2) uniform P tot and random S i , (3) upper storm P tot and uniform S i , (4) lower storm P tot and uniform S i , (5) moving upstream P tot and uniform S i , and (6) moving downstream P tot and uniform S i . Experiments (1) and (2) allow for an assessment of the impact of cell location and initial states, respectively. While experiments (3) -(6) focus on the impact of non-uniform precipitation distribution on model behavior across the basin. For each experiment, Sobol's method is executed twice -once to analyze the SAC-SMA model and routing model parameters simultaneously and once to analyze the SAC-SMA model parameters separately. Synthetic observations of streamflow were generated by running the HL-DHMS with a priori values provided by the NWS. In the sensitivity analyses, parameter values were allowed to vary across a range equal to the a priori grid minimum value minus 20% and the a priori grid maximum plus 20%. The experiments were performed using a 1-hour model time step over a 10-day period.
Results
[8] Results of the sensitivity analyses are shown in Figures 1 and 2 . Each section of the figures (e.g., Figure 1a ) corresponds to one of the sensitivity experiments described above. In each case, the spatial distributions of total accumulated rainfall (P tot ) and resulting sensitivity indices are plotted, along with the synthetic streamflow hydrographs. The three maps of sensitivity indices correspond to the two separate executions of Sobol's method for each case. The first two sensitivity index grids (''SAC + ROUT'') are the results for the SAC-SMA model (left) and routing model (middle) when all parameters of the two models were analyzed simultaneously. The third grid (''SAC only'') is the results for the SAC-SMA model when analyzed separately (i.e., with routing parameters fixed to constant a priori values). The cell values reflect the sum of all the parameters' indices for the given model (i.e., the sum of 14 indices for SAC-SMA and the sum of 3 parameters for the routing model). Grids of individual parameter results were generated and are included for experiments (1) -(3) in the auxiliary material. In addition, parameter contributions Figure 1 . Spatially distributed parameter sensitivity for cases of (a) uniform total precipitation (P tot ) and uniform initial states (S i ) and (b) uniform precipitation and nonuniform initial states. Sensitivity indices are the total of all model parameters' indices for a given cell. Indices are presented for the SAC-SMA and routing model analyzed simultaneously (SAC + ROUT, left two maps) and for the SAC-SMA analyzed separately (SAC only, right map). to the total mean areal sensitivity in each case are summarized in Figure S4 of the auxiliary material. The reason for the two executions of Sobol's method for each case is the dominance of the routing model when the two models are run together (e.g., see Figure 1a , SAC + ROUT), which caused the SAC-SMA results to be masked.
[9] The first experiment's results (uniform P tot and uniform S i , Figure 1a) clearly show the impact of cell location on model sensitivity. The importance of routing parameters significantly increases along the channel toward the basin outlet. A region of high sensitivity near the outlet also emerges in the ''SAC only'' analysis. Since both rainfall and initial states are spatially constant in this case, the main pattern of spatial variation in sensitivity can be attributed to cell location with respect to the outlet. Some small scale variation is likely also due to numerical approximation in the sensitivity analysis. The impact of initial states can be assessed by comparing Figures 1a and 1b . The dominant patterns of sensitivity (increase towards the outlet) are maintained with some slight increase in variation in the upper part of the basin. The impact of initial states thus appears minimal in comparison to the impact of cell location.
[10] Figure 2 demonstrates the strong impact of the precipitation spatial distributions on the model sensitivity distributions. For all storms (Figures 2a -2d) , the dominance of the routing parameters is less pronounced as some measurable sensitivity occurs for SAC-SMA at the location of the storm center for the combined (SAC + ROUT) analyses (as opposed to Figure 1 ). In these cases, the routing parameter sensitivity no longer increases continuously towards the basin outlet as was seen in Figure 1 . Here the routing sensitivity appears to be impacted by the location of the precipitation event with respect to the basin outlet, resulting in a somewhat more even distribution of sensitivity from the localized precipitation to the outlet (e.g., Figure 2a ). For the two stationary events (i.e., Figures 2a and 2b) , the ''SAC only'' cases resulted in very clear correlations to the total precipitation distribution. The sensitivity in the remainder of the basin (where precipitation did not occur) is primarily due to the lower zone parameters, which control the baseflow that results from initial soil moisture states. Thus while some information exists in the data for the baseflow components of the model across the full grid (if the initial states are wet), information exists only where precipitation occurs for the surface runoff components. Similar results are found for the two dynamic storms (Figures 2c and 2d) although, in those cases, the precipitation (and thus sensitivity) occurs across most of the grid with a few cells of highest accumulation (and thus highest sensitivity) where the storm is located at maximum intensity. Overall the sensitivity experiments in Figure 2 demonstrate that when localized precipitation occurs in the basin, the precipitation distribution becomes the dominant control on spatial information content across the model domain.
Conclusions
[11] This study demonstrates that the information contained in integrated observations of streamflow response for distributed watershed model identification is not evenly distributed in space and time across the model domain. These results are representative for distributed models that connect cells through the channel without explicit subsurface connectivity, though the strong impact of precipitation distribution is likely to extend to more complex models. We show that for the type of model used here, regions of high information content are controlled by the spatial distribution of precipitation, as well as the location of a particular cell with respect to the watershed outlet. Thus, given the spatiotemporal variability of precipitation, information content for distributed model identification also becomes a dynamic variable. New dynamic procedures are required to account for this effect and optimally utilize the observations for model calibration. Ignoring the dynamic nature of information content (e.g., adjusting parameters in regions where precipitation did not occur for a given event) may introduce significant parameter estimation error. Results also indicate that for some storm types, the value of streamflow observations for model identification is limited to a finite distance upstream of the gauge. This knowledge combined with an analysis of dominant precipitation patterns for a given region would provide valuable guidance for the optimal design of streamflow observational networks.
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